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Kick off summer fashionably with these 20 beachy hemp
creations! Using nature's loveliest bounty, like shiny sea
glass, and working with the ever-more-popular art of
macramé, crafters will find that every piece of jewelry here is
fun to make and wear. Fashion a knotted sea glass bracelet,
shell cluster necklace, tassel and bead earrings, and more.
They're easy, trendy, beautiful, and environmentally smart.
Learn the secrets of making beautiful beaded lace! In Modern
Beaded Lace, beadweaver extraordinaire Cynthia Newcomer
translates her love for lace into exquisite beaded creations.
Using basic beadweaving stitches, she transforms delicate
seed beads and sparkling crystals into flowers, leaves, and
scrolls, which become stunning necklaces, pendants,
bracelets, earrings, and rings. Cynthia shares everything you
need to know to create gorgeous beaded lace, including: • An
overview of the elements of traditional lace and how to
translate them into beaded designs • Instructions for the
basic beadweaving stitches used in weaving beaded lace,
including herringbone, peyote, right angle weave, and square
stitch • Step-by-step, fully illustrated instructions for creating
18 jewelry projects • Tips and inspiration for designing your
own beaded lace baubles It's easier than you imagine to
make showstopping beaded lace jewelry!
Take your beadweaving designs to the next level! Explore an
inspired approach to weaving beaded jewelry with
Beadweaving Beyond the Basics. Experiment with color and
shape with these 24 gorgeous designs from beadweaving
teacher and Beadwork contributor Kassie Shaw. In addition to
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showcasing classic
and St. Petersburg, these designs incorporate Kassie's
innovative variations on Right Angle Weave--Double Diamond
Right Angle Weave, Faux Right Angle Weave and Layered
Right Angle Weave. In-depth primers on these new
approaches will get you started right away, and the tips for
left-handed beaders makes sure everyone can try these
designs with ease! Inside, you'll discover a full range of bead
shapes such as seed beads, two-hole beads, bicone crystals,
bugle beads and lentils, to get the shapes and effects you
want, then try them in multiple colorways to create headturning creations. With your new beadweaving skills, the
possibilities are endless! Beadweaving Beyond the Basics is
a whole new world of artistic expression!
Beaders are always seeking new ways to create complex
effects and sophisticated looks for their beadwoven creations.
In Lush & Layered Beadweaving, experienced teacher and
designer Marcia Balonis breaks down the process of layering
beads into easy-to-make designs. Each of the 20+ jewelry
projects starts with a layer of beads that serves as the base.
Balonis instructs jewelry makers to stitch layers of beads to
the base to create gorgeous dimension and texture. The
projects make the most of beaders' favorite materials,
including multi-hole beads, seed beads, pearls, crystals, and
glass. Balonis has a well-developed sense of color and
utilizes numerous different colors and shades into her
projects. Each project includes clear step-by-step instructions
and photos. Experienced beadweavers will love Marcia's
projects that incorporate many colors, intriguing ideas, and
lush designs — and will want to make them all!
Adorn your cozy interiors with hand-woven knotted art and
hanging plants. Are you a DIY home decorator, plant lover, or
flower lover? We got you! Macramé plant hangers are the
perfect little touch to accent your cozy, designer home.
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Macramé—the
art of knotting made popular in the seventies—is
now on a revival, bringing trendy boho vibes into your living
room, bedroom, and more. And there’s simply no better way
to display your hanging plants than stringing them up in
handmade woven knots. Whether you’re a novice or
seasoned knotter, Macramé Plant Hangers provides thirty
quirky, yet stunning projects that will spark your DIY artist’s
imagination and get you creating. Follow detailed
photographs and instructions to construct patterns with
various natural fibers, including cotton rope, felted wool, silk
ribbon, jute, recycled fabric, and more. There are knotted
projects suitable for bigger eight-inch pots, small four-inch
pots, vintage bottles, and even air plants. Including a practical
beginner’s section of knot basics; an introduction to weaving;
customizable variations to add playful beads, funky fringes,
and chic rope tassels to your macramé design for “whimsy”;
and a bonus chapter on special projects that mix macramé
with a dash of weaving and earthy elements, Macramé Plant
Hangers is your handy guidebook to adorning interiors with
your own custom hand-knotted, vintage art you can be proud
of—while keeping it green!
Enjoy a collection of 20+ beautiful wire projects! Inspired by
the ironwork so prevalent in her native Tucson, Jodi
Bombardier fashions her signature heavygauge wire frames
into sinuous shapes, cold-joining them with fine wire to form
open, lacy filigree patterns. • Learn Jodi's techniques,
including the correct ways to use tools, hold wire, and create
shaped wire frames consistently and precisely. • Create airy
pieces that are still strong and stable enough to withstand
daily wear. • Build confidence in your wirework skills as
projects increase in complexity. In addition to providing
project instructions, Jodi demonstrates how her scrolled
designs can be manipulated, joined, or rearranged to create
endless variations limited only by the imagination.
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Find 50 flat braiding
shoelaces, bag handles, jewelry, watch straps and more, and
an enclosed kumihimo square loom. Clear instructions and
step-by-step photographs make this a must-have guide for
tweens, teens, and adults.
In ancient Japan, beautiful yet functional cords made with the
traditional braiding art of kumihimo adorned everything from
kimonos to samurai armor to prayer scrolls. In Kumihimo Wire
Jewelry, innovative jewelry artist Giovanna Imperia offers a
fresh twist on this time-honored technique, adapting it to
create stunning wire jewelry. In addition to a concise history
of kumihimo and an overview of its essential materials, tools,
and techniques, readers will learn the basics of this braiding
method, plus how to create 20 striking projects--stylish
bracelets, rings, earrings, and necklaces--all supported with
detailed, step-by-step instructions and illustrations. This
comprehensive book, which also includes pieces by
prominent kumihimo jewelry artists from around the world, will
inspire jewelry makers, beaders, and wireworkers at all skill
levels to take their craft in a vibrant new direction.
Features twenty-four beadwoven jewelry projects that
showcase movement from a simple drop that swings from
chains to elaborate pieces with intricate components that spin
around a core of beads or along a beaded base.
A craft instructor from Beaducation.com presents 24 beaded
rope designs that utilize popular stitch techniques ranging
from spirals and peyote to netting and herringbone,
explaining to beginner through experienced beaders how to
create various wearable necklaces, bangles and earrings.
The art of Japanese cooking made simple--a beginners' guide
From everyday staples like miso soup to takeout favorites like
sushi, ramen, and beyond, Japanese food has long been
enjoyed the world over. Now, with the Japanese Cookbook
for Beginners, the incredible tastes and unique techniques of
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ease. You'll find an introductory guide to Japanese culinary
basics, plus dozens of quick, weeknight-friendly meals
packed full of flavor. With this unique Japanese cookbook,
you can try simple dishes like Green Beans with Sesame, as
well as mouthwatering meals like Japanese "Fried" Chicken.
Discover helpful ingredient tips: substitutions to make recipes
even easier or allergen-friendly, pointers for prepping more
efficiently, and tricks to get the most out of a particular recipe.
This exceptional Japanese cookbook includes: Japanese
kitchen essentials--Find a comprehensive guide to stocking
your kitchen, with information on everything from fresh
produce and fermented foods to must-have tools and
utensils. Prep and cooking techniques--Explore traditional
preparation and cooking methods, like itameni (braising),
itameru (stir-frying), and iru (dry-frying/pan-roasting), in this
beginner-friendly Japanese cookbook. 70+ tasty
recipes--Create delicious dishes like Bacon Fried Rice, Panko
Fried Shrimp, and Sweet and Savory Chicken and Egg
Bowl--many of which take 30 minutes or less to make and
serve. If you've been looking for a Japanese cookbook that
simplifies complex cooking techniques without sacrificing
flavor, the Japanese Cookbook for Beginners has you
covered.
Wire jewelry has never been more popular--but you've never
seen projects like this before! In Fine Art Wire Weaving,
award-winning author Sarah Thompson shares her secrets to
creating wire jewelry that's nothing short of spectacular. Using
super-fine wires to create 20 delicate, sophisticated pieces,
you'll achieve that "wow" factor, all under the guidance of an
expert jewelry teacher. You'll learn how to work with these
fine wires successfully, as well as what to do when one of
your projects goes awry. Using techniques in layering,
symmetry, and dimensional shaping, you'll come away with a
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strong foundation
one-of-a-kind pieces. Paired with beautiful, 4-color
photographs, Thompson gives you step-by-step instructions
to creating jewelry to pretty to keep for yourselfâ€"but that you
won't want to give away!
Add instant eco-chic street fashion to any outfit with
friendship bracelets! Get that trendy bohemian look with
bountiful, bright colors on your arms and wrists. Inside you’ll
find dozens of stylish designs and easy techniques for
making beautiful bracelets with embroidery floss and hemp.
Friendship Bracelets offers fresh ideas for expressing yourself
with the texture and beauty of intricate knotwork. You’ll find
cool patterns here for making chevrons, stripes, waves,
diamonds, and more, with step-by-step instructions for each
knot pattern. Gorgeous color photographs illustrate variations
in every style, from classic and natural to playful and eclectic.
Stack your bracelets for a boho arm party, and embellish
them with beads and buttons. Learn how to make
inexpensive hemp jewelry in fun colors, inspired by laidback
hippie vibes. Transform ordinary friendship bracelets from
middle school memories to chic contemporary pieces you’ll
be proud to wear. Whether you’re going bohemian, mod, or
all-out fashionista, Friendship Bracelets will help you to create
exactly the look you want.
A traditional Japanese art form accomplished with modern
equipment! 88 pages with everything you need to know to
turn contemporary cords and ribbons into beautiful braided
creations. Necklaces, friendship bracelets, belts, straps,
leashes, keychains, gourd embellishments, and many, many
other possibilities! Step-by-step instructions for basic and
advanced braiding techniques. Using the widely available
handheld KumiLoom and other disks, you'll be creating a
masterpiece your first day! The secret of adding beads as you
braid is revealed, for one-of-a-kind creations. Many detailed
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photographs of the steps and finished products.
Convenient 6x9 format slips easily into purse or project bag.
This is it--your perfect guide to making beautiful, eye-catching
beaded bracelets! With The Beaded Bracelet, you can't go
wrong. Because bracelets are the perfect projects for both
learning new techniques and for advancing your jewelrymaking skills. Because bracelets make wonderful gifts;
they're always just the right size. And because author Carole
Rodgers has decades of creative and teaching experience;
with Carole leading the way, you'll be creating unique,
handmade jewelry in no time--whether you're new to
beadweaving or an experienced beader! Inside The Beaded
Bracelet you'll find: 9 beadweaving stitches--follow easy stepby-step illustrations to create each stitch and combine them
into the Sampler Bracelet--the most beautiful teaching tool
you'll ever work with. 20 bracelet patterns--showcasing
peyote, triangle, netting and other stitches and everyday
beads and materials in ways you've never considered. 27
variations--it's amazing what a difference a change in color,
size or type of bead can make; you'll be inspired to try your
own combinations. So gather some beads and a few basic
tools. Settle in and get started--you'll be making your own
beautiful, eye-catching beaded bracelets in no time!
The Big Book of Beading Patterns is the go-to compendium
of patterns for all types of stitchers. Many pattern books focus
solely on loomwork, but this book also includes popular
stitches like peyote, brick, and square stitch in addition to
loomwork. The gorgeous patterns here can be used to make
beaded bracelets, amulets, tapestries, and more. Patterns
are divided into chapters by topics like animals, flowers,
holidays, and more. The best of Bead&Button’s patterns are
showcased in this exciting compilation.
The bracelet tutorials in this book will take you off the beaten
path and introduce you to unique polymer clay bracelet links
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that employ unexpected
materials, designs and tools. Learn
to build bracelet connections with wire, chain, hardware
hinges, spring hinges, cord, magnets, hooks and yes, clay!
Novices and seasoned clay makers alike can benefit from this
book. Color photos and how-tos will guide you to completing
25 polymer clay bracelets using fresh concepts for structure.
Colorful tutorials include steps for making your own texture
sheets and stamps using clay. In addition, you will find pages
describing how to construct personalized bracelet forms,
barrel bead molds, bikini bangles, cuffs and wraps. It's time to
change the way you think about making polymer clay
bracelets!
Discover Beadwork magazine's most popular designs!
Dreaming of creating your own wearable art? This gorgeous
guide is a must-have for aspiring and experienced jewelry
artists alike. Featuring projects for all skill levels, 50 Beaded
Bracelets showcases the top techniques and styles from one
of the country's most beloved beading magazines. Turn the
pages to find: • Detailed tutorials on popular beading
stitches—including peyote, herringbone, right-angle weave,
and more. • Illustrated, step-by-step directions for 50
beautiful bracelets with graduated skill levels, so you can
learn the basics before moving on to more detailed designs. •
Tips on choosing the right beads for your project and working
with a variety of shapes beads. Whether you're a new to
beading or an experienced crafter looking for inspiration, 50
Beaded Bracelets is the ultimate resource for creating one-ofa-kind adornments to keep or give.
Introduces the fundamentals of bead crocheting, providing
step-by-step instructions for a variety of techniques and
projects designed to help those new to the craft build
confidence and skills while creating beautiful necklaces and
bracelets. Original.
Weaving is a highly accessible craft — over, under is the basic
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but the stumbling block for many would-be
weavers has been the high cost of a commercial loom. The
Weaving Explorer removes that barrier, inviting crafters and
artists to try out an amazing range of techniques and creative
projects that are achievable with a simple homemade loom,
or no loom at all! Weavers Deborah Jarchow and Gwen W.
Steege take inspiration from the world of folk weaving
traditions, adding a contemporary spin by introducing an
unexpected range of materials and home dec projects. From
sturdy rag fabric grocery bags to freeform wire baskets,
delicately woven thread bracelets to colorful woven rugs,
crafters will delight in exploring the opportunities to make their
own personal variations on these beautiful — and functional —
creations.
Beginners will learn safe and easy techniques for soldering to
create custom pendants, rings, bracelets, earrings and more.
Laura Poplin’s clever chain mail jewelry brings an updated
look to this ancient technique. Poplin treats chain mail not just
as the focal point of jewelry, but also as an unexpected
accent to pearls, metals, and even leather. A technique
tutorial begins each project-filled chapter and covers five
basic weaves: Euro 4-in-1, Byzantine; Unbalanced Euro
1-in-1; Japanese 12-in-2; and Chrysanthemum. A substantial
tools and materials section covers everything from wire
gauges and making jump rings to texturing metal and working
with leather.
Everything you need to get started, get hooked, and get your
freedom groove on! Grab your needles and hooks, unleash
your creativity, and join lifelong fiber artists Jonelle Raffino
and Prudence Mapstone for some freedom fun! Using yummy
yarns and a sensational assortment of stitches, Freeform
Style transforms straightforward patterns into wearable works
of art. Inside, color and texture collide in a collage of yarns as
30 projects demonstrate the joys of freeform knitting and
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a simple scarf made magical with fancy fringe
to a magnificent cape that becomes anything you want it to
be. The results can be wild and jazzy or simple and elegant,
but always guaranteed to stand out from the crowd. Choose
from 10 patterns for garments and accessories, each
presented in three skill-level variations - from simple stitches
and eye-catching embellishments to 100% freeform
garments. Follow along with step-by-step instructions for a
fabulous variety of motifs and trims - patches, embroidery,
starfish, leaves, flowers, domes, ruffles, corkscrews, zigzags
and much more! Brush up on your knitting and crochet
techniques with the comprehensive Basics section. Be
inspired by impressive examples of the authors' freeform
work. Whether you're a beginner looking to inject a little bit of
whimsy and personality into your projects, or an expert itching
to punch up patterns into original creations, this book will how
you how to make Freeform Style YOUR style!
Learn how to add the beauty of enamel to metal using an
inexpensive, handheld torch that's perfect for home use. This
book-with-DVD teaches everything you need to get started.

An introduction to the ancient art of Japanese silk
braiding. The book contains a variety of elegant and
complex braids, which can be used as decoration, tiebacks for curtains, or jewellery. It also offers
instructions for making 12 different braids.
This is the second Kumihimo book by Rebecca
Combs. This book will focus more on the beginner
and shares some of the most popular features that
made the first book a runaway success:
conversational voice, skill-building format, Kumihimo
math, and continuing to use the inexpensive
Kumihimo foam disk. Page
Kumihimo
Simplified includes 5
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“new” braids: 8-warp basket weave, 16-warp
rectangular, 16-warp hollow basket, 8-warp halfround, and 8-warp square. Beads will be included
within the braids where appropriate, however, the
focus will be straight braid. Special sidebars will
include Creative Closures - 5 different ways to finish
Kumihimo braids, besides the common gluing of
endcaps.
Beaded Kumihimo Jewelry is a collection of projects
made using the most common kumihimo braid:
kongoh gumi. The book includes 20+ all-new
projects using this popular technique all in a friendly,
easy-to-follow format made using an inexpensive
kumihimo disk incorporating all your favorite beads.
As you go through her third book, Rebecca will show
you how to use many different types of beads in a
variety of sizes to make kumihimo jewelry effectively.
One beneficial section of this book is Rebecca’s
“trouble shooting” section, used to help explain
some of the most problematic areas of a kumihimo
braid making each project more manageable for
beginners. There is also a helpful Kumihimo Math
section used to calculate the proper length and
materials of the braid. Along with a few more
detailed instructions for the foam disk, and a
discussion about using the marudai. Beaded
Kumihimo Jewelry is a great addition to your beading
library not only for the beautiful designs, but the
detailed discussions of both kumihimo math and
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trouble shooting.
Introduces the traditional Japanese art of cord
braiding and features step-by-step instructions for
completing fifty projects with the included kumihimo
disk.
Inexpensive and readily available, copper is soaring
in popularity as a jewelry-making material! This book
is a unique collection of copper jewelry techniques
and projects from Art Jewelry magazine. With tips,
techniques, and projects assembled in a way that
makes them easily accessible to beginning crafters,
the skills showcased here include wireworking,
metalworking, adding colors and patinas, etching,
combining copper with metal or polymer clay, and
more. Perfect for jewelry makers of all stripes,
Copper Jewelry Collection is a must-have for the
crafting room bookshelf.
Do you create your own kumihimo patterns? Use this
handy kumihimo pattern book to note down your
patterns, notes and materials. This is a great gift for
kumihimo braiders. Note: This is a log book or
journal to record YOUR designs, there are no
finished patterns included. Kumihimo Design &
Sketch Book Record 100 kumihimo designs in this
kumihimo braid log book. You will find in this book
plenty of space to record your designs and the
moves used, space for notes and sketches and an
index so you can refer back to your braiding projects.
A blank round kumihimo disc template is featured on
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each page for you to sketch your design patterns
and moves. This kumihimo braider's journal is also
ideal for recording your experience as you follow
new designs, whether online kumihimo tutorials or
video instruction. In this handy craft bag sized (6 x
9") design book you will find: An index for 100 braid
designs 100 braid pattern pages, with a kumihimo
disk outline for you to draw your designs, space to
note movements and notes for each design Blank
sketch and note pages This will make a great gift for
kumihimo braid lovers.
Learn the calming, traditional craft of kumihimo Japanese braiding - through step-by-step projects.
Kumihimo is the ancient art of Japanese
braidmaking; admired for its dual qualities of
usefulness and beauty, and associated with both
fashion and the samurai. In this instructional book,
Jacqui Carey teaches the use of a marudai (round
stand) to produce a variety of different types of
braids, which can then be used to create countless
combinations of colour, texture and material. Clear
step-by-step photographs guide the beginner
through each of the projects, and many inspirational
examples of the variety you can create are shown.
The rhythmic movements, feel and sound of the
marudai in use make this traditional craft a soothing,
absorbing and aesthetically pleasing experience;
perfect for weaving a calm area in your day.
Learn to make the decorative braids used in the slingPage 13/18
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making traditions of Peru and Bolivia; this detailed
guide, including 400 step-by-step photos, teaches
the technique and over 100 designs for weavers,
craftspeople, jewelrydesigners, basket weavers, and
others interested in using braids for embellishment.
In-depth detailed instructions are given, along with
clear diagrams; recommended braiding yarns for
slingsand kumihimo; detailed set-up, making, and
finishing instructions;and many fascinating
contemporary applications. This book introduces a
new piece of equipment, the core frame, and gives
instructions for making it from wood and dowels.
When the core frame is used with a braiding stand
and bobbins, a wide variety of core-carrying braids
become accessible to kumihimo braiders. Most of
the braids, from 4 to 40 strands, can be made on a
braiding card and 50 patterns can be made on the
stand without a frame.
Bead Runway(TM) Kumihimo Technique Pattern
Series Volume 1 features technique-focused beaded
Kumihimo jewelry pattern projects that aim to give
you the tools and experience to eventually create
elaborate Kumihimo patterns of your own using the
beads of your choice! The Bead Runway(TM), an
eight row bead layout board, was originally invented
to assist hobbyists in designing graduating bead size
Kumihimo patterns. Use your Bead Runway(TM) to
learn a visual method of layout & design proven
wildly successful in practice by hundreds of students.
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Jam packed with tips, tricks and how-to's. In addition
to having access to patterns of this uniquely
designed jewelry, each project covers a different set
of important techniques, braid structures, bead types
and finishing options. Learn how to use different
bead shapes and sizes as design solutions. Each
technique is fully expanded on in theory, with further
explanation on how to begin to alter the existing
patterns to make them your own. Includes suggested
tools, Kumihimo basics, supply lists, bead size
ranges for each project, additional colorway options,
three types of companion bracelet ideas for sets, an
abundant appendix with various reference charts,
glossary of coined terms and index. Previously,
Grayson's Bead Runway(TM) Technique Series
teachings were only available to her students who
took her 10 class series locally in Florida, at
Beadfest Philly or at Bead and Button Show in
Milwaukee. Due to popular demand, she has made it
available in a book. Join the revolution in
contemporary beaded Kumihimo pattern layout and
design. Purchase includes VIP Kumista membership
with access to interactive online community featuring
video supplements, info blog, student Facebook
sharing group, live webinar invites and discount
promotions. Become empowered. Become
KUMISTA! (Projects can still be completed without a
Bead Runway(TM) and Companion bead kits,
however it is available for purchase at
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www.MadeYouLookDesign.com and it is helpful in
learning to make your own patterns.) As quoted by a
student, "This changes everything!"
Kumihimo Basics & Beyond presents techniques for
creating all-cord braids and beaded braids, then
teaches beaders how to transform them into finished
jewelry. Short demonstrations of the key techniques
needed for each project are presented in easy-tograsp portions, allowing beaders to learn and
practice as they go. Rebecca Combs demystifies
tricky “kumihimo math” by providing detailed supply
lists for each project in the book, plus teaches
beaders how to calculate the amount of fiber and
how many beads they’ll need for their future
kumihimo projects.
A step-by-step visual guide to off-loom bead weaving
This photo-intensive guide is a comprehensive
resource for creating off-loom beadwork, from simple
stitches that any beginner can do to more advanced
techniques that you can work up to as you build your
skills. Every page includes detailed color photos and
diagrams that make it easy to follow along. You'll
learn how to weave the peyote, ladder, brick, square,
right angle weave, and herringbone stitches, as well
as make beaded netting and create beaded clasps
and other decorative details. Plus, you'll get patterns
to make modern, stylish pieces, from necklaces,
bracelets, and earrings to napkin rings.
The Absolute Beginners Guide: Stitching Beaded
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Jewelry is the introduction to bead stitching. This
book helps beginners to have a successful start in
stitching by answering questions like “What are the
must-have supplies and tools?” and “How do I set
up my workspace?” The projects introduce basic
stitches starting with the easiest, such as crossweave and right-angle weave, and moving into other
more challenging techniques. Your confidence and
skill set will grow as you work through the book, one
project at a time.
Multi-hole shaped beads continue to explode in
availability and popularity. Beaders are looking for
new ways to use the popular multi-hole shaped
beads in unique, wearable jewelry. Exquisite
Stitching with Multi-Hole Beads by Renee Kovnesky
offers 25 projects for beautiful and delicate
necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and pendants. The
book opens with an introduction to materials, beads,
and techniques that allows beaders with just a little
bit of experience to get started quickly. Plenty of the
author's own step-by-step illustrations lead stitchers
through each pattern. The 25 projects are organized
into 5 chapters by bead shape: rectangular, round,
square, triangle, and miscellaneous other shapes. In
addition to multi-hole shaped beads, the projects use
bead stitchers' other favorite materials: seed beads,
crystals, pearls, fire-polished beads, and more. The
lacy, lovely projects are fast and easy — ideal for gifts
or teaching in classes. Some projects incorporate onPage 17/18
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trend components like chain and tassels. Many
projects include variations, offering readers plenty of
options for changing the look or style of the finished
piece.
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